
 

Cognitive Function and the Pilates Method 

 

A neuroscientist named Eleanor Maguire with Katherine Woollett showed that the 

hippocampus, a region in the core of the brain, that in animal studies been had been 

linked to spatial awareness and memory, not only demonstrated London taxi drivers 

have an uncommonly large hippocampus but showed that a cab driver’s hippocampus 

is at its peak when they design a route.  Further, among different groups of professions 

in the study, only the London cab drivers, with their superlative spatial memories, had 

enlarged hippocampus. 

Maguire’s study powerfully suggested that the intensive training for London cabbies 

was the reason for the transformations in the drivers’ brains. And it’s worth mentioning 

that the research also found that when the cab drivers retired, their hippocampus 

shrunk to a smaller size. You know the adage: ‘use it or lose it’. 

 

Neurobiologist Howard Eichenbaum of Boston University sees McGuire’s research as 

confirmation of the idea that cognitive* exercise produces physical changes in the 

brain. *Cognitive – involving conscious intellectual activity – thinking, reasoning, or 

remembering. 

“…it turns out it really was the training process that caused the growth in the brain. It 

shows you can produce profound changes in the brain with training. That’s a big 

deal,” says Eichenbaum. 

It will probably seem obvious to Pilates enthusiasts that the practice of Pilates involves 

cognition; this is the “mind” part of the mind-body appeal that gets a lot of praise in 

Pilates. But my experience as a Pilates instructor also tells me that the brain benefits 

Pilates offers don’t stop there. Neuroscientist Dr. Majid Fotuhi writes, 

“The best way to generate new hippocampal neurons is to exercise. In one study 

comparing brains of two groups of mice, the group that was assigned to running (lived 

in a cage with a running wheel in it) generated far more new neurons in their 

hippocampus than the group that was assigned to a regular cage without a running 

refill. Other studies have shown that people who exercise regularly and are physically fit 

have a much bigger hippocampus. The more you walk, the bigger your hippocampus 

will get and the less would be your risk for developing Alzheimer’s disease. One study 

showed that walking one mile a day lowers the risk of Alzheimer’s disease by 48%.” 



So both cognition and plain old exercise practice will increase the size of your 

hippocampus and help keep your mind young. I felt it was relevant to include a 

reference about dance and the brain because dance can relate so closely with Pilates 

exercise/movement. 

“Orchestrated or planned movements start in the motor cortex. This region is divided 

into sections, with each governing a different part of the body. Signals from the motor 

cortex travel down 20 million nerve fibres in the spinal cord to an arm or finger, telling it 

to respond in a particular way. The more minute the movement, the greater the area in 

the motor cortex devoted to the movement. To achieve a rhythmic, well-coordinated 

style of dance, the brain must coordinate all this effort for joints to act in proper order 

and muscles to contract to perfect degree. A cluster of brain cells called the basal 

ganglia plan movement, while the cerebellum takes sensory input from the limbs and 

refines signals in the cortex to smooth out motion.” Sarah Bates, MS, wrote for 

Brainfacts.org. 

I find this so fascinating since during so many Pilates movements we ask our body to 

efficiently multitask, (command multiple body parts), which can ultimately develop our 

brains in remarkable ways. At the same time it also promotes physical strength, 

coordination as well as balance. It would be difficult to replicate all these benefits by 

doing a crossword puzzle or in a cycle class. That is not to say you should give up either, 

it’s just that when it comes to brain function AND fitness, Pilates has some 

incomparable all-in-one benefits. Above all, Pilates can be calibrated to fit any fitness 

level or age, so that just makes it a smart choice…even if, fortunately, there is always 

room for growth. 
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